On the collapse of supply chains and their impact on food security and the
energy sector
By Kobby Barda
A recently published report by the Bruegel Research Institute included an index about
the extent of the impact of the invasion of Ukraine in the wake of the collapse, related to the
supply chains across countries as shown in figure 1.1

The three countries most dependent on the supply chain functioning for food security
purposes are Lebanon (99%), Israel (97%), and Yemen (96%). The editors of the study also
calculated the relative share of Russia and Ukraine out of the general share of imports. From it,
they identified the countries most likely to be affected according to the three characteristic
scenarios of varying degrees of severity.. In the mentioned table, the countries at the top are
Tunisia, Belarus, Lebanon, Egypt, Turkey, Armenia, and Israel. The impact of the current conflict
will hit in full force in the fall after the harvest cycle of the summer months is not planted in
Ukraine and/or because of severe export restrictions to Russia.. But even now, in light of the
crippling sanctions imposed on Russia by some governments around the Western world,
insurance companies are not interested in covering ships, which is causing a cessation of
maritime transport, as well as 2 ship captains denying entering into Russian-Ukrainian space.3 In
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addition, there are reports of workers refusing to refuel Russian ships,4 unload cargo, or even
allow them access to ports around the world.5
However, this is not the only crisis that is dramatically hurting grain prices. The Chinese
Minister of Agriculture foresees a negative year, especially in the grain crops, that claim that it
is the worst in history.6 This is particularly bad news because the Chinese economy relies on the
supply of animal proteins and fats, mainly on the pig farming or swine industry ,to the Chinese
population. In 2019, the African Swine Fever affected the pig farms, which resulted in the
extinction of tens of millions of pigs because of their infection with the virus.7 To re-establish
this crucial industry to the Chinese, they were forced to sign immediate and futures contracts
for the supply of almost any type of grain available in the market so that the pigs could be fed
"from scratch". This, in turn, caused a realignment of the entire trade balance in the world.8 The
Chinese banned the export of chemical fertilizers needed for the agricultural improvement of
crops in order to meet their ambitious grain production goals. There was hope that China would
release the ban on fertilizers once the pig market was restored but unfortunately the second
round of the African virus hit China, the ban was not released and fertilizer prices reached on an
all time high. According to a Bloomberg and Green Markets report, the jump went from about
$300 per ton of fertilizer at the peak of the Coronavirus in 2020, to $1,000 or more after the
African Swine Fever crisis banning the export of Chinese fertilizers. Now, after the sanctions
imposed to the Russian fertilizer market, as of mid-March, prices soared to approximately
$1300 per ton of fertilizer (Fig.2).9
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Figure 2: Fertilizer Frenzy, Source Green Markets, Bloomberg
Besides the direct and indirect damage in the planting and harvesting process,
transportation barriers also complicate the scenario, as well as the increase in global energy
supply. In recent years, the United States has been considering to withdraw from the Bretton
Wood System.10 A significant part of the decision to resign was the ability of the United States
to improve the oil shale extraction process and create a competitive price of about $50 per
barrel.11 That price allowed President Obama at the time, to sign a law that made it possible to
repeal the oil export ban law, which was enacted after the 1970s oil crisis12 .
However, within the framework of the legislation signed by President Obama, the
option remains for the incumbent president to ban exports again for oil in times of emergency,
through a presidential decree and without the intervention of Congress. A series of events
regarding Russia threaten to invade Ukraine eventually led to a jump in oil prices from $76 at
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the end of 2021, to $100 and more. The immediate impact of sanctions and the removal of
Russia from the map of oil exporters to most Western industrialized countries, translates into
rising prices that affect consumer’s pocket and to the series of further price increases derived as
a result of the increase in energy imports (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Crude price evolution within the last year.
President Joe Biden suffered a dramatic drop in approval ratings due to rising energy
prices. For example, a poll conducted by the conservative Fox News and published on March
23, 2022, found that more than two-thirds of Americans (67%) blame President Biden for rising
energy prices and Some 53 percent of registered voters polled said Biden has made the
economy worse..13 President Biden, who is not indifferent to the results of the polls and is aware
of the mid-term election campaign taking place in November of this year, tried to roll the blame
to other players in the arena. On March 13, the US President tweeted “Oil prices are falling, and
so are fuel prices. Last time oil was $96 a barrel, fuel was $6.23 a gallon. It's now $3.14. Oil
companies and gas should not cushion their profits at the expense of hard-working Americans."
(See graph in figure 4)
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Oil Price: Feb-March 2022. Source: President’s Biden Twitter account
It is important to recall that President Biden operates in the Democratic Party which
advocates for a progressive and an environmental agenda. On his first day in office President
Biden signed an executive order for stopping the work on the XL Keystone oil pipeline, which
would transfer shale oil from Canada in the north, via North and South Dakota and other states
to the Gulf of Mexico, was stopped during the Obama administration and renewed during the
Trump period.14 All of this could push President Biden to sign an executive order to ban energy
export , which would indeed lead to lower-price oil in the United States, but could
simultaneously lead to a rise in oil prices above $200 per barrel, according to the geopolitical
strategist Peter Zeihan.15
When transportation rates meet the increase in grain prices derived from rising costs of
energy products alongside an increase in wages, and in insurance rates due to a rise in stability
margins, together can create significant social unrest in the Middle East and North Africa.In fact,
rising grain prices were the main catalyst for the outbreak of the Arab Spring social unrest in
countries where governments significantly subsidize the price of wheat, to allow the public to
eat pita or bread at an affordable price. However, when wheat prices are rising sharply,
governments, especially the poor ones, will have a hard time covering the gap generated (if
there will even be enough wheat to supply the people) at a low price. This is the current
situation and the forecasts ahead of next winter. Jackie Hugi describes in the Maariv, an Israeli
newspaper, that the rise in prices: "Within a month, in Egypt alone, food prices rose by about 20
percent. The simple bread, for example, climbed from the price of 1 Egyptian lira to 1.25 lira,
and a kilogram of rice, which cost 8 lira, is now sold at 11 or 12. Kilograms of pasta sold for 11
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lira; it now costs 20 lira. All this a few days before Ramadan, which began in the first week of
April, in which family consumption rises."16
In conclusion, the war in Ukraine has no end in sight currently, and we are at a time when the
world is recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic and experiencing a crash in global supply and
demand chains. We are entering an unstable interim period, which in the more distant future
does not imply an immediate improvement, but rather a continued deterioration insocial,
economic, political, and structural aspects which may further bring about great changes in the
world as we know it during 2022.About the Author:
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